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1. Introduction 
Let A be the Liouville form on T*R”+‘. Then ( T*Rm+‘, dh) is a symplectic 
manifold and, given u E T*R”‘+‘, we identify T( T*Rm+‘)u with @“‘+I in the usual 
way, with the imaginary vectors tangent to the fibre. 
Let W be a connected open subset of R”+’ and let L: W+ T*IR”~’ be a smooth 
Lagrangian immersion. Then it is not hard to see that the R-linear transformation 
&,: TW, = R”+’ + T( T*Rm+‘)Lcwl = Cm+’ 
extends from IX”+’ to an element dl: of Gl(m+l,C). We define g(L): W+ 
Gl(m+l,@) by g(b)(w)=&; and call its homotopy class Y(L) the Gauss class of 
L. Evidently Y(L) is invariant with respect to smooth homotopies of L through 
Lagrangian immersions. 
Suppose now that we are given a smooth complex p-plane bundle E over S”, 
and let m = 2( n + p) + 1. In Sections 2, 3, 4 we construct a Lagrangian immersion 
tE of W in T*R”+’ where W is the image of a diffeomorphism from S”+’ x R”~“. 
Preceding y( L;) by the composite S”+’ x {Q}+ S”+’ x [w”-” = W we obtain an ele- 
ment y’(L*E) of ~,+,GZ(m+l,C). 
Let xE E m,,Gp(Cm+‘) classify E; here G,,(Cmk) is the Grassmannian manifold 
of complex p-planes in @“‘+I. Then the Bott map &: Gp(Cmi’)+ flGZ(m+ 1, C) 
embeds Gp(Cm+‘) in the space of 1 oops on Gl(m + 1, C). Following xE by bp we 
obtain b”p&) E r,flGI( IZI + 1, C) = rr,,+,Gl(m+ 1, C). (The definition of the last 
isomorphism is standard and is given in Section 5 below.) 
Theorem. y’( LIE) = b”,,*(,yE). 
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In effect this gives us a perspective on Bott periodicity from the point of view of 
symplectic geometry. 
Corollary. As the bundle E varies the invariant ~‘(l’~) of tE takes on all values in 
~,+,Gl(m+l,@). 
Proof. gp* is an isomorphism [5]. 0 
In view of the kinds of results stated in [l, 41, it is unsurprising that the Gauss 
class can take on all possible values. However, except for [3,6], the literature 
contains rather few explicit constructions of Lagrangian immersions and our con- 
struction partly fills this gap. The procedure goes as follows. 
In Section 2 a hypersurface ME, is constructed in R”‘+’ using the geometry of the 
real 2p-plane bundle ER associated with E. In this key step ME, is made to be 
curved in directions corresponding to the fibres of En and otherwise flat. 
In Section 3 a standard procedure is used to produce a Lagrangian immersion 
L& of S” xR”-” x [0, l] from the hypersurface MEW. Then L& is Jlattened near the 
boundaries of the stable cylinder into a Lagrangian immersion Lb. 
In Section 4 LE, is focused into lb. This step removes the curvature near the 
boundaries which is due to the curvature of Mh. The second key step in our 
construction is to use the complex structure of the bundle E to twist lE, into a 
based Lagrangian immersion &. We can then cap ;E to give cE: the factor lQ”-” is 
unimportant for this step, and the general idea is to regard S”+’ as the union of 
S” x [0, l] with two (n + 1)-discs. The discs are embedded in the zero-section in a 
natural way so as to match up with the immersion L”E. The fact that & is based 
helps to ensure that the matching up is possible. This adds up to a fairly complicated 
procedure; however in view of the complexity of the construction in [3] perhaps 
we should expect this. 
2. Hypersurfaces from vector bundles 
Let N be a compact connected smooth oriented hypersurface in Rntl, and let E 
be a unitary complex p-plane bundle over N. For the purposes of the present paper 
it suffices to let N = S” embedded in R ,,+’ in the usual way; however the description 
of the general case is slightly more economical with notation. Let ER be the 
orthogonal real 2p-plane bundle associated with E, and let 4w: E,-+ (n +2p) be a 
smooth fibrewise orthogonal embedding. Here (n +2p) is the trivial real (n + 
2p)-plane bundle N x lRn+2p over N, and we take the Euclidean inner product on 
R . n+2p 
Let Ek be the fibrewise orthogonal complement of &(ER) in (n+2p), and let S 
be the unit 2p-sphere bundle associated with the Whitney sum d&E,)@(l). Let s 
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be the cross-section of S given by s(x) = (x, Q, 1) for x E N. Here we think of S as 
a sub-bundle of (n+2p)@(l). 
We also have Ek c (n + 2p) c (n + 2p) 0 (l), and vector addition defines a fibrewise 
embedding of the fibre-product S xNEk in (n + 2p + 1). Let 7r : N x [w + N be projec- 
tion to the first factor. Let P be the induced bundle n*(S xNEk) over N x [w. Then 
P embeds fibrewise in 7r*(n+2p+l)=(N~IW)~[W”+~~+‘. 
Since N is oriented in IX”+’ we can choose a diffeomorphism from N x [w onto 
an open subset of IX”+‘, and cover this by a fibre preserving inclusion of trivial 
bundles 
(N x [w) x (Wn+2P+l+ [W”+l x Rn+zP+l 
which is the identity on fibres. Let s, be the cross-section of T*S pulled back from 
s by n, 
Next let M, c r*S be the bundle over N x [w of open hemispheres centred on 
points in the image of s, . Then M, is a fibrewise tubular neighbourhood of s,( N x [w) 
in rr*S, and Mb=M,xNxRrr*ER ’ is open in P. So we can regard M, as a 
hypersurface in [w”+’ x R”t2p+’ = IX”‘+‘. Here m = 2( n + p) + 1. 
We define a fibrewise diffeomorphism e: M,+ 7r*(c&ER) by e(y, wl, Q,cI) = 
(Y, w,lcr,O). Here Y E N x R’, w1 E ~*(4&&, OE (~*E,I),,, and a=Jl-ll~,1]~. 
. . 
Fibre-multlplymg e by lireEw we obtain a diffeomorphism 
e: MER + ( v*( c#J&,) x NxR n*E;) = (N x [w) x [w”+2p. 
Note that n+2p+l=m-n. 
Note also that the construction of ME, uses only the fact that E, is an orthogonal 
real vector bundle: the complex structure of E is not needed until Section 4. 
3. Lagrangian immersions from hypersurfaces 
Let v be the unit normal field on P given by V(V. w,, v2, CI) = (0, -w,, tI, -0) for / 
ye Nx[Wq, w, E n*( $,Ei),., v2 E (v*Ei),,, tl = 41 - 11 w, l12. Restricting to MEol and 
regarding d as an inclusion we obtain a unit normal field on the hypersurface Mh 
in [W”+‘. 
There is a standard way of producing a Lagrangian immersion L& of ME, x [0, l] 
in T*IWrn+’ .m this kind of situation. The geodesic flow is started at time 0 on V( Mb) 
and by time 1 it has swept out an embedding of M, x [0, l] in TIWm+‘. The dual 
object is our Lagrangian immersion L &. (More precisely, we can write 
L&(Z, t) = (z+2tv(z), (2tv(z), -)) 
where z = (y, wr, v2, CI), and (,) means the Euclidean inner product.) 
Let z’= e(z), namely z’= (y, w,/cl, v2). We define a Lagrangian immersion L& of 
S” x KY”-” x [0, l] in T*[Wm+’ by L&(Z), t) = L~(z, t). As it stands L& is unsatisfactory 
in several respects, and what is needed is a based Lagrangian immersion. 
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A Lagrangian immersion L: NxR”-” x [0, l]+ T*Rm+’ is based when for some 
6 > 0 we can choose an embedding Lo of N x R”-” x [0,6] in R”‘+’ such that 
(i) (leftflatness) L] N x R”-” x [0,6] is SELF_ Here s0 is the zero-section of T*R”+‘. 
(ii) (right-left translation property) for some fixed TE Rmfl we can write ~1 IV x 
R m--n x [l - 6, l] as sO~r where 
Ll(Z’, t)=Lo(Z’, t-l+s)+T. 
Some motivation for this definition is given in Section 1. 
Neither of these conditions is satisfied by L& but we can readily flatten it into 
a Lagrangian immersion L;, which satisfies (i) and which is a little better behaved 
near the right hand boundary. We choose S E (0, A) and let 0: R + [0, l] be a smooth 
function such that 0(t) = 0 for t c 36 and t ~1-36, and also @(c)=1 for tE 
[6&l-66]. We then define 
C,I&(z’, t) = (z+2tv(z), 0(t)(2tv(z), -)). 
We have 
C,cJz’, t) = s,(z+2tv(z)) 
but C& does not satisfy condition 
4. Focusing, twisting, and capping 
for tE[O,36]u[l-3&l], 
(ii). 
We choose a smooth embedding @ of a half-annulus into R* in accordance with 
the diagram shown in Fig. 1. Specifically, we require that @(a, 4) = 
(Ql(a, a), @*(a, 0)) should satisfy @,(-a, Q) = -Ql(a, d), @,(-a,d) = @,(a, d), and 
that CD should be the identity along the d-axis and on the innermost half-ring (marked 
with A ). When (a, a) is in the dotted region we require that @(a, Q) = (a/d, da’+ t1*). 
We now focus LE, into a Lagrangian immersion iER, as follows. As before, let 
z’= e(y, w,, v2, CI) = (y, w,/d, v2). For t e [0,36] let (a’, cl’) = ((1-2t)lIw,ll, (1-2t)a) 
and define iEra(z’, t) to be {y, @,(a’, tl’)w,/ \Iwlll, v2, @(a’, 4’); O}, at least when w1 Z 0. 
s 
Fig. 1 
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When w1 = I, we define i&(z), t) to be (v, 0, v2, (1 - 2t); ()) and note that we have 
smoothness because of Hadamard’s Lemma 2.1 in [5]. 
Note that 
(A) for t E [0,6] we have 
G&(z’, r) = (Y, 44 v 2, 1-2t; 0) = (C(JJ, WI, vz, il), 1-2t; 0) = (z’, 1-2t; Q), 
and that 
(B) for t E [26,36] we have 
i&z’, t) = (y, (1-2t)w,, v*, (l-2t)ri; 0) = &+Jz’, t). 
Because of (B) we can define LE. as a smooth immersion for values of t E [0, 1 - 3 61 
by setting i&(z), t) = c&(z’, t) for t E [36, l-361. 
To define L&(z’, t) for tE[l-36, l] we set i&(z), t) as (JJ, -@,(~‘,ri’)w,/IIw~I], 
~~,-@z(u’,J);tl) where now (o’,J) is ((2t-l)]]w,]], (2t-l)d), and we mean this 
for wI # 0. When w, = 0 we set i&(z’, t) = (y, 0, vz, 1 - 2t; 0) and verify smoothness 
using Hadamard’s lemma again. 
Note that 
(B’) for tE[l-36, l-261 we have 
iER(z’, t) = (JJ, (1-2t)w, u*, (1-2t)q 0) = &+(z’, t), 
and so cE, is smooth. 
Note also that 
(A’) for tE[l-8, l] we have 
i&(Z’, t) = (y, -w,/tl, vz, 1-2t; 0). 
If it were not for the - sign in front of the W,/LI we would have a based Lagrangian 
immersion. 
To fix this we need to use the complex structure on the bundle E. Let 
be fibrewise multiplication by the complex number i. Then i, is skew-symmetric 
with respect to the Riemannian metric on +RER coming from the Hermitian metric 
on E. Let $:R + [0, l] be a smooth function such that +(t) = 0 for t G l-26 and 
$(t) = 1 for t E [ 1 - 6, 11. We define the twist & of L& by LE(z’, t) = 
(Y, e milJI(‘)wl/~, vz, l -2t; 0) for t ~1-36. For tsl-36 we define LE(z’,t)= 
i&( z’, t). Then lE is a based Lagrangian immersion: the vector T is (1), -2( 1 - 6)) E 
Rm+l 
Now let N be the unit sphere S” in I&!“+‘. We write S”+’ = D_ u C u D, where 
Df={x~Sn+‘: (x,+~+~/G~} and C={XES”+‘: -:~x,+~G:}. Let d,:C+ 
S”x{Q}x[-1, l]cR”‘” be the diffeomorphism given by d,(x) = 
((x1, . . . , x,+,)/J1 - 2 n+2, 0, $x,+J and let ds be an extension of dc to an embedding 
of S”+’ in R”+‘. Let W be an open tubular neighbourhood of d,(S”+‘) in [W”‘+‘, 
and identify the part of W projecting to S” x (0) x [-1, l] with S” x R”-” x [-1, 11. 
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We define the cupping tE of LE to be the Lagrangian immersion of W in T*Rmfl 
given by CE(w)=C’(z’,~(l-J)) when w’=(z’,~‘)ES”XR”~“x[-l,l]. When 
W~S”XR”~” x [ -1, l] we define tE (w) = (w; Q), and note that L*E is smooth because 
of (A), (A)‘, together with the effect of twisting. 
5. Homotopies within the Gauss class 
The adjoint isomorphism v,,+,X+ n&X is defined in the following way, where 
(X, . ) is a pointed topological space and 0X is the space of loops parametrized by 
[0, 11. Given y E rrn+lX we choose a representative g: S”” + X such that gl II,, g[ D_ 
are constant to the point . . We then define the adjoint of y to be the homotopy 
class of g* : S” + 0X where g*(x)(t) = gdz’(x, l -2t). Here the basepoint of 0X is 
the constant loop. 
So the adjoint y*( LIE) of y’( LIE) is represented by g*( cE) where g*( lE)(x)( t) = 
g(CE)((x, Cl), Cl, C&l -2t). Here (x, 0) E S” x Rq, and the second and third 0s are the 
zeros of (~*&&JM, (~*J%)c,N respectively. So from now on y will be (x, 0) 
and z’ will be ((x, Q), Q,Q). 
But g(&)(z’, 1-2t) = (dL1:)(,~,,_~~) is determined by its restriction (dCE)(z,,l--Z,) to 
the real vectors in Cm+‘, namely those vectors spanned by vectors of the form 
w E (rr*~&E~)~, WOE (n-*Ek),, 1 E rr*(l),,, u E T(S” x R’),. Here 1 is the unit 
vector in the positive direction. We have lE(z’, 1 - 2t) = LE(z’, t) and so (dC~)Cz,,,_z,I 
agrees with (dlE)CzC,fI on w, WI, U. Howeverwe have (dL1E)Cz~,1_-2f)(l) = -$(dLIE)Cz,,,)(l). 
We now compute (dc.‘,,),,,,,, on w, WI, 1, u. Later we shall take into account the 
effects of flattening, focusing, and twisting. Since z = (y, 0, 0, 1) we can check that 
d& is the identity, and that therefore (dLE,)Cz,tI = (d’&Cz,,C). We have 
(d+J&w)=(l-2t)w-%ti,w, (d~~)(z,&4 = WI, 
-%d+J(z,r)(l) = I+ 41, (db&(Z,f)(U) = u. 
Here i,: Cm” + Cm+’ is multiplication by the complex number i. 
The effect of flattening is such that (dCh)Cz,,,I( w) is a( t)w + b( t)i2w. Here a(t) = 
l -2t, b(t) = -2te(t), and the points (a(t), b(t)) describe a curve as shown in Fig. 
2. We also have (dC,.JCzs,t)(wL) = wL, and -~(d~~)~z~,t~(l)=l+c(t)i21 where c(t)= 
tO’( t) + O(t). Finally, (dC,&Czs,lI(u) = u. 
Three routine calculations show that the only effect of focusing is to replace a(t) 
by Z(t) where a’( t)/a( t) is always positive-real, and a’(t) = a(t) except for t E 
[S,26]u[l-2&l--61. The curve t+(G(t),b(t)) is homotopic in R’-(Q) relative 
to its. endpoints to the curve t+ (a( t), b(t)) illustrated above. 
During twisting, the complex structure i, on the fibre E, = (n*E), comes into 
play. We have 
(dL~)(L,,1)(w)=eTril’(*)(6(t)+b(t)i2)w, (d;E)(z,,r)(wL) = wl, 
-i(diE)Cz,,,)(l) = 1-t c( t)i21, (dk)(z,,r)(u) = u. 
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1‘ 
(-1,O) (-1+6&O) (l-6&0) (120) a 
Fig. 2 
Choose a homotopy through real valued function from c(t) to the constant 
function on [0, 11 whose value is 0. This homotopy defines a homotopy from g*( cE) 
to the unique map g . (l). S” + flGl(m + 1 C) which agrees with g*(cE) on vectors 
of the form w, WI, u and for which g”‘(;)( 1) = 1 for all x E S”. 
Thecurve(6(t),b(t))(tE[0,1])inlR2-{tj}’ h is omotopic relative to its endpoints 
to the curve (cos mt, -sin nt) (t E [0, I]). It follows that g(l) is homotopic to the 
unique map g (*)- S” + LtGl(m + 1, C) which agrees with g(l) on vectors of the form .
WI, 1, U, and for which gc2’(x)( t)( w) = exillL(‘) e-“‘2’w. 
Speeding up the multiplication by errilJI(‘) and deforming G(t) to t, and also 
delaying the multiplication by emmiz’, we obtain a homotopy from gc2) to the unique 
map gc3): S” + L?G2( m + 1, C) which agrees with gc2) on vectors of the form wL, 1, U, 
and for which 
g"'(x)(t)(w) = e2+‘w 3 
z-e -T42f-1) 
W, $st<1. 
6. The Bott map 
We need to be more specific about the map &,: Gp(C”‘+‘) + GI( m + 1, C) referred 
to in Section 1. The familiar Bott map bp is an embedding of Gp(Cm+r) as a space 
of minimal geodesics the space L!’ U,,, of all continuous paths from 1 to -1 in the 
unitary group U,+, . By & we mean the map obtained in the following way. 
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First we take track differences with the path in the image of b, to obtain a 
homotopy equivalence h from R’ U,,,,, to the space OU,,, of all loops based at 1 
in U,,,. Following hb, by the standard inclusion of OU,,,,, in OGZ( m + 1, C) we 
obtain &. The analysis of gp*(xE) then goes as follows. 
We have hb,:Gc(m+l,p)~nU(m+l) given by 
hb,( V)(t)(v) = e2nizrq OS ts;, 
_ -21ri,(l-t)U 
3 ;sts1 
for VE VE Gc(m+l,p) and by 
hb,( V)(t)(d) = e-2mi2’d, OG ts;, 
=e -2ni2(1-r)vL 3 $ct<1, 
for Z,E VI. Here we take the usual Hermitian structure on @“‘+I. 
A familiar diagram (Fig. 3) illustrates a homotopy from hb, to the unique map 
b(l) : Go( m + 1, p) + nU( m + 1) which agrees with hb, on vectors of the form V, and 
for which b”‘(V)(t)(d) = u’. 
Fig. 3 
Given x E S” we define a @-linear embedding & of the complex vector space E, 
in Cm+’ by the formula 
~C(wE)=(PIw(iwE)+j2~Iw(wE) for wE E & 
Then the map cE: S” + Gc(m + 1, p) given by cE(x) = &(I&) represents the 
homotopy class xE which classifies E. 
So b”,*,yE is represented by b (2). S” + L!GI( m + 1, C) where . 




for u E +c( E,), and where bc2’(x)( t)(d) = d for z? E c#J,(E,)~ with the orthogonal 
complement taken in Cm+r. 
The following lemma completes the proof of our theorem. 
Lemma. b(‘) = gc3). 
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Proof. Because. the composite S” = S” x {Q} + S” x W J S” is the identity, we can 
identify the bundles c$,( &), ( T*+~( E,)) 1 S” x (0). Let u = &( iwE) + iz&( wE) = 
i,w + i,w be a typical element of 4,(-E,). Here w = &(wE). 
Then, for 0 s t s $, g’“‘(x)(t)(v) is (i, + i2) e 2*ilr~ = (cos 27rt)( i, w) -(sin 27rTTt)( w) + 
i,(cos 2nt)(w) + i,(sin 2nt)(i,w) = (cos 2nt + i2 sin 27rrt)(i,w + i2w) = e2”‘2’u= 
G2’(x)( t)( 0). 
Fori%t<l wehave 
gC3’(x)( t)(v) = -e -=i,(2r-l)v = e-=i,(2r-2)2, = b(2)(x)(t)(U). 
Now, &(&)I is spanned by vectors of the form WI, 1, U, (i,w - i,w). Both 
gC3)(x)( 1), bC2’(x)(t) map wL, 1, u identically, and b’*‘(x)(t)(i,w - i,w) = i,w - i2w 
also. 
However, 
g’“‘(x)(t)( i, w - i,w) = (i, - i2) e’“‘l’w, OGfS$, 
= _(i, _ i2) e-%(2t-1)W, $< tzg 1. 
Rearranging as before, we can write 
g”‘(x)( t)( i, w - i,w) = epzTrzr( i, w - i,w), OS t<$, 
=e-(2p2’)mizz(i,w-i2w), $<t<ll. 
The ‘familiar diagram’ in Fig. 3 now illustrates a homotopy from gC3) to bc2). 
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